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Size matters when you’re looking to decorate your home 
with your beautiful photography portraits.

Keep in mind the more squared dimensions will have 
some cropping as the more rectangled dimensions will be 
closer to full size.



Print collections offer you the most value for a better cost. 

Collection 1   $1495 

Collection 2   $775 

1- Album 8x8 with 20 pages
1- 20x24 Framed in Reclaimed wood
3- 11x14 Prints
2- 8x10 Prints
5- 5x7 Prints

save $505

1- 16x24 Framed in Reclaimed wood
2- 11x14 Prints
2- 8x10 Prints
2- 5x7 Prints

save $275

Collection 3   $499
1- 11x14 Framed in Reclaimed wood
3- 11x14 Prints
2- 8x10 Prints
1- 5x7 Prints

save $275



These frames are made from recycled wood and come in 
Maple and Walnut. A gallery set are pre-made wall 
gallery sets so that you an quickly and readily display 
your photos in your home.

This is the five frame gallery set in Maple.

Three Frame Gallery Sets

 3-8x10   $305
 3-16x20  $525

Four Frame Gallery Sets

 4-16x16   $985
 4-12x12   $750

FFive Frame Gallery Set

  4-8x10; 1-16x20   $1325

Choose from the two frame colors with your favorite 
images. 

Maple Walnut



For gallery collection pricing please 
contact me to create a personalized 
estimate.

SQUARE
6x6   $115
8x8   $115 
10x10  $115
12x12  $155
16x16  $194
20x20  $275

11x14  $210
16x24  $325
20x24  $550
24x36  $785
30x40  $1500

RECTANGLE

Nothing says fine art like a Canvas 
Gallery Wrap. Your images are 
printed on high quality canvas with 
the image wrapped around the 
frame 1/  inches. 
Perfectly hung with a sawtooth 
hanger included.

ChooseChoose from multiple sizes 
individually or in a gallery collection.



Box for loose prints hold 
up to 100 photos.

4x6  $335
5x7  $545

Choose from a photo 
cover or engraved 
cover and comes with 
photo stand.

Keep your loose prints and digital photos safe in this beautiful 
keepsake wooden box with a full photo cover. 



10 x10 Fine Art Albums with 20 pages     $274

10 x10 Fine Art Albums with 30 pages     $386

10 x10 Fine Art Albums with 40 pages     $688

8x8 Fine Art Albums with 20 pages       $250

6x6 Fine Art Albums with 20 pages       $200

Choose all of your favorite photos and create a one of 
kind table album to display in your home! 

Each album is made to order with a beautiful panoramic 
style photo cover and beautiful lay-flat feature so that 
your photos really make a statement.



Gift Prints (8x10 or smaller)        $50
Large Prints 
 11x14  $65
 16x20  $95
 20x24  $175
 24x36  $210
PPress Greeting Cards (24 Count)    $150
Reclaimed wood frame add on     $275

            

Want loose prints? A la carte is the best way to pick and choose 
the perfect sizes and quantities for your home.






